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Warm greetings to you all,

On behalf of our SIT Management and Women in

Development cell, We feel delighted to publish our second

issue of our Wisit, a women magazine with the foresight of

our team guiding lights for us in our work in editing the

journal.

Readers will notice a new cover, which we hope

represents in some way a new beginning as we move on to

the second issue of the journal under our editorship.

The immediacy of e-based publication makes it

possible for us all to be fully connected to each other and

to developments in education field and to be directly

involved in ongoing knowledge construction. We may also

highlight some personalities in various fields which really

brings out some remarkable change in our students life .

We wish all our current and future readers happy

reading and learning.
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World Environment Day

World Environment Day is celebrated on June 5 every

year to remind people about the importance of nature. It is

celebrated across the globe to tell people that nature

should not be taken for granted and must be respected for

its values.

History of World Environment Day:

World Environment Day is one of the biggest annual

events organised by the United Nations (UN) to generate

awareness about the significance of nature and greenery.

The United Nations Assembly established World

Environment Day in 1972, which was the first day of the

Stockholm Conference on the human environment.

In 1974, it was celebrated with the theme 'Only One Earth'.

Since then, various host countries have been celebrating

it, and the idea for rotating the center of these activities

started. World Environment Day was first observed in 1974

in the US.

The theme for this year:

The theme for World Environment Day 2021 is

'Ecosystem Restoration' and Pakistan will be the global

host for the big day. This day will also see the launch of

the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration.

Significance of the Day:

The main idea behind celebrating World

Environment Day is to highlight the importance of the

environment and to remind people that nature should not

be taken for granted.

.

It is celebrated across the globe to respect and

acknowledge everything that the environment has given us

and to take the pledge that we will protect it.



Chikapalli Anasuyamma

Environment Conservationalist

• A native Of sangareddy district in India’s newest state, Telungana, Chikapalli’s love

for environment, Knows no bounds. The 50-Year- old conservationist is an inspiration for

many. Like many rural Women, she never went to a school and was in her mid twenties

when her husband deserted her soon after her marriage; as a result, she was forced to take

up meager jobs to support herself and her son. This is the time when she came across a

local, women-led grassroots organization, the Deccan Development Society (DDS) , which

focused on transforming barren lands into forest areas. Chikapalli soon realized

environmental preservation is her calling and decided to join this group, an association

that has lasted decades and resulted in numerous achievements for both. At DDS, she

learnt plant-growing and reforestation techniques and skills and used them for better

environment management.

• In 1990, raging floods at the Singoor dam site destroyed dam site destroyed 49

villages, of which, a village named Indoor, was one. The poorest communities, particularly

the Dalits, many of whom were landless, were most severely, impacted by these floods.

Their plight deeply moved chikapalli, who went to the village, met the affected tribals and

convinced them that reforesting a neighbourhood hillock could provide them sustainable

livelihood opportunities. In what became her most memorable initiative, she managed to

train over 40 Dalit women from that village to develop a forest over barren lands.

• Till date, Chikapalli has planted over million (20 lakh) trees over 1200 acres of land

and has led led the development of nearly 25 forests across 22 villages in her district. In

recognition of her untiring efforts towards protecting the endangered forest near

Zaheerabad, in her home district, she was awarded the coveted UNESCO Award in

September 2019 while her organization, the DDS was also awarded the UN’S renowned

“Equator Prize” in July 2019, for providing sustainable solution for environment

conservation.





International Yoga Day is observed every year on June 21 to raise awareness

about this ancient practice and to celebrate the physical and spiritual prowess that yoga

has brought to the world. According to the Ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga, Naturopathy,

Unani, Siddha, Sowa-Rigpa and Homoeopathy (AYUSH), yoga is a physical, mental and

spiritual practice. It said that yoga plays an important role in relaxing the mind and body

and boosting people’s immune system. Yoga has been around for ages and has garnered

popularity across the world over the years, said the ministry. During the COVID-19

pandemic, when working remotely has become the new normal, Yoga also encourages

people to remain active and have a more balanced state of mind.

Yoga For Well-Being: International Yoga Day 2021 Theme

According to the United Nations, the theme for International Yoga Day 2021 is

‘Yoga for Well-Being’ and how the practice of Yoga can promote the holistic health of

every individual. It further elaborates on how the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a huge

psychological impact along with the fallouts on the physical health front. “The message of

Yoga in promoting both the physical and mental well-being of humanity has never been

more relevant,” read the official note on International Day of Yoga.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) has mentioned Yoga as a means to improve

health in its Global Action Plan for physical activity 2018-30. UNICEF (United Nations

Children’s Fund) says children can practice many yoga poses without any risk and get the

same benefits that adults do. These benefits include increased flexibility and fitness,

mindfulness and relaxations.

In order to encourage people to adopt Yoga and stay healthy during the ongoing

COVID-19 pandemic, the UN and the Ministry of Ayush, Government of India will be

conducting a series of virtual events like “Yoga and Me” photography contest, jingle
composing competition, discussions, quizzes, among others.









The vice president of Apple’s 
iPhone operations, Priya 

Balasubramaniam started working 
at Apple since 2001. 

Twitter’s vice president of engineering, 
Nandini Ramani was involved in 

several other projects, with one of 
them being Twitter’s Early Bird Camp 

internship program for high school 
students. 

Anjali Joshi, Vice president of 
Product Management, Google. She 
has worked on Google’s cloud and 

infrastructure. 

Aparna Ramani, Director of 
engineering, Facebook helps in 
processing real-time data and 

analytics and Facebook’s News feed.
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